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Some Reflections on the Knowledge
called 'Mathematics'

DAYA KNSHNA

Mathematics, if it is a 'knowledge', and it claims to be so, and not
only claims. but also proclaims itself to be the paradigm of all
knowledge, the most fundamental, at the most universal and the

most 'certain', at least in the Western traditions since, say, the time
the Greeks thought about 'knowledge'.

The claim is writ large and 'accepted' by everybody in contem-

porary times as it is the 'Western' way of 'looking' at knowledge,

which has become the 'universal' way with the emergence of 'mo-

dernity' and its spread all over the 'globe', engulfing and
superseding all knowledge as it was understood and developed in
other civilizations such as those of Asia or South America.

Yet, what is this 'knowledge', what it is about and why it was not
accorded the 'status' of knowledge in other civilizations-even
though it was 'known',-21'e certain questions that are not gencr-
ally asked. The 'sporadic' answers given to them by emincnt
authorities, 'reflected' upon, as it would not only be inconvt:nicnt
but also reveal a situation that would undermine the entire notion
of 'knowledge' as normally understood by those who use it.

The obvious and most accepted answer to the question regard-
ing 'what it is knowledge of, is that it is 'number', or rather,
'numbers' and the knowledge consists in finding the inter-relation-
ships between them. But, though seemingly obvious, it is
transparently 'false' as it has to accept something as a 'number'
which, at least, prima facie, cannot be 'anything' as it is said, by
definition, to be that which is 'nothing', i.e., what is symbolized as

'O', or called 'zero' in the 'subject' called 'mathematics'.
This is perhaps the most basic number without which mathemat-

ics 'cannot be', and yet mathematicians feel shy or reluctant or
afraid to talk 'about' it or even to 'think' about its nature or the
need and the necessity for accepting it or the way its acceptance
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creates havoc and renders 'nonsensical', the basic rures on thefoundation of which the House of mathematics is built. Imagine anumber, and it is cailed a 'number' which, when ,uda"d to, or'substracted from,' does not make any dilfnence to the number it isadded to or subtracted from, as it remains the same. The ,opera-
tion' is a totarnuility', not an 'operation' at all as nothing hashappened. And, what happens when we multiply it with any num_ber? The wonder of wonders; it reduces trr"m iti to itserf, revealingits power to 'destroy' every number or reduce it to a ,nurity,, 

thatis, itself. And, furthermore, the strangest of .orng" ifri"g., if*mathematician's Fatua that no number can be divid; by ,zero,, orrather should nor be divided as, according ro ,rr" u.."pild wisdom,it will give 'infinity', even though when this rure was formurated
the meaning 'infinity' was not known as Cantor *u" ,o y.;;;;;
born. But even afier cantor-as far as we know-no mathematician
has asked which of the two 'actuar infinities' that he had shown asbeing 'transfinire number' it wourd give. Nor, f". th;;;atter, hasanyone seem to have been troubred by the fact that Indian math_ematicians had permitted 

-such 
an 'operation' without any adverseconsequences to the development of that subject in their .iuitiru-tion. The 'knowledge' thut this was so could_or rather'shorrld'-have reveared the utter iarbifariness, 

u"a-,.orrri.rgency,,f the rure, at reast to mathematicians in India in contemporary
times and made them ,think, or ,reflect, ,po, ifr"-i.rtrrrut, o,'civilizational' accident determining and .nupi.rg ,rrl, r.r"*r.a*" l,its most foundationar rever. The fact that tiris hu, ,ot rr"pp.r*i,and that none seem to be concerned about it even when the factis brought to his or her knowledge, makes one wonder if what weare talking about is 'knowredge' at ail, or just a -"r,., oi ,...flance of certain rules that seem convenierit for certain purposes.The shift from the idea of 'number' to the 'rules,, ir ratheroperations" that generate 'numbers' or bring the ,worid of Num-rers' into being is a 'revorurionary' change as-it shifts ;;";;";;;;iorn sceing mathematics as 'knowledge' of something ,given, 

tohat which is 'sornething that is 'created' or ,constr,r.l.al, ; *r;:onstructivists say, but which, inspite of being ,that,, is unique,tnparalleled and different from alr the other ,creations, or ,con-
tructions' that man has brought into being.

Soru R$lcctions on the Knowledge calbd 'Mathematics'

First, the 'construction' does not seem to be with any pre-given
,materialsl as in art or craft, or even language with which literary

ar., are created and which 'pre-exists' even though it can hardly

be conceived as 'being there' independently of human activity

whiCh brings it into being. The discovery of the 'genetic code' may

seem to question this fact but it does not do so, as 'human lan-

guages' are not'built' or 'constructed' on its basis, even if the
;capzcity' for it might be inbuilt in it. But t]ren, in a sense, all

'hrmarr'capacities' would have to be seen as 'founded' on it and

not just 'capacity for language alone.

Mathematics, then, is not a 'construction' or 'creation' like that

of art or craft or literature, even though it seems to be 'constituted'

or 'brought into being' by 'rulegoverned' operations which 'cre-

ate' or 'construct' it. Is it then like the 'constitutive' rules that bring

a polity or an institution into being, as has generally been the case

with many of the current 'political systems' formed under the para-

digmatic example of the American Constitution even though The

Athmian Constitution had 'constituted' the Athenian Polity long ago?

This may seem to be an odd and perhaps totally irrelevant 'com-

parison' to almost everybody who would like to think on the matter.

But it would 'appear' so only to those who do not want to seriously

take into account the 'constructive-creative' character of the basic

rules of addition, substraction, multiplication and division, without
which, there will be no such thing as mathematics, or even that
which is called 'number' to hide or mask from oneseH the fact that
it is not something 'out' there in a world of its own, but a result
of these 'operations' carried out in a certain manner.

The relevant question in this context, then, is zof whether there
is some sort of a 'constitutive', 'constructive-creative' activity as

'founding' what is called 'mathernadcs' or not, but whether it is as

'self-conscious' as our examples seem to indicate. Perhaps, the
analogy with the 'common law' customary practices which consti-
tute society, culture and civilizations might serve better as it takes

a long time for man's 'self-consciousness' to discover that much of
what he treats as 'given' was a result of a 'collective human con-
struction' whose origins are not 'known' to anyone.

But whatever the relevance or irrelvance of this 'founding' thc
foundational activity of this collective 'humankind', the radical
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catastrophic change that occurs when this phenomenon is
selfconsciously realized is undeniable. The result is there for every-
one to see, and mathematics is perhaps the best place to make it
'visible', as there do not seem to be any 'constraints' of the 'given'
in it 'constructions' except for some half-formulated nebulous idea
of 'consistency' amongst the 'rules' which constitute it and whose
contingency it is vaguely aware of, though it hides this fact from
itself, as we have seen with the 'operation' with Zero of addition,
substraction, multiplication and division.

That'Zero' should have been accepted as a 'number' seems
strange, but what is stranger still is that its 'odd' behaviour with the
basic operations of arithmetic did not lead to a 'reflection' on the
radical differences between different types or classes of 'numbers'
but led to a discussion of the reason and necessity for these dif[er-
ences.

'Zero' may not, N*o facie, seem a number but, at least 'one'
('1') does, Yet, '1' also shows an 'oddity' of behaviour. As everyone
knows, any number multiplied by '1' gives the same number, some-
thing that also occurs in the case of every number when it is'
divided' by '1'. But in case it is so, these are 'vacuous' operations,
something that was also the case with 'addition' and 'substraction'
in the case of 'Zero'. But then, how can we legitimately differen-
tiate between the 'operations' if they give the same result with the
same numbers?

'O' and '1' may be taken as the starting point of arithmetic and
the basic operations performed in respect of them may be said to
'generate' other numbers out of them. But what exactly are those
'operations'? What are the inter-relationships between them? Also,
s it necessary to have 'zero' at all for the construction of the realm
rf mathematics These have, as far as we know, not been the centre
lf questioning and reflection, considering the fact that these issues
:oncern the foundations of the subject itself. The commutative,
Lssociative and distributive laws give us only the 'formal' properties
rhich are also found in the 'operations on 'classes' where a 'null'
nd 'rrnit' class are also postulated. But these 'formal' properties
y themsclves do not, and cannot, generate 'other' numbers from
rem. It is the indefinite 'iteration' or 'repetition' of an operation
lat generates 'new' numbers out of itself. But what is not asked

Some R$tctions on the Knowlzdge callzd 'Mathematics'

is why should this process be 'repeated' ad-infinitum or why should

ln" 
-iirrru.r., 

alized possibility' be treated as 'actualized"
",it.-r.uron why the question is not.asked is the 'deceptive illu-

,irr'].r"*i by th. indlfinite generation of positive integers' i'e''

,L.2.g.4.......' by successive operation of 'addition' performed on

#;;;.r one had achieved by any earlier performance of the

;#;; caled 'addition'. That this is the unconscious ground of

i#"",;;;o*e delusion' is revealed once one starts, say, with 'sub.

;;;.;;;;'""d its indefrnite iteration or repetition. The.'operation'

,,*,"1-.uarrrot be indefinitely repeated as it 'strikes' a 'roadblock'
,;]"":il;;of"ru,io.r' gives you a ,o, one cannot substract, say 'six'

""iri*.' 
u. if orr. Jo.. so .b-b' will give the same result as there

will be nothing to distinguish between the two' To remove the

]roua-tro.r., and ,o p.r*i, indefinite iteration and repetition of

,t. proa.ts of substraction, one has to generate' create or con-

struct what are called 'negative' numbers and which' extended

lr.f.*rrar from 'O', create an indefinitely extending infinity' just

,. ,t " positive integers produced by the Process of addition'

The realm of .rrlb.", thus, almost at the stroke by the fiat of

the mathematician has doubled, once again raising the question .f

the l"giti* acy of treating 'unactualized possibilities' -involved 
in the

idea of 'necessary repeatability' actual' But like all extension of

'realms', this has ,,oi b""t' an 'unmixed blessing' even from the

mathematicspointofview.Theradicalmodificationnecessitated
intheruleofmultiplicationinresPectof'negativenumbers'is
Lo*, to everybody, iut that it also substantively affects the notion

of 'O', has not b"., see" by anybody' That'Minus' (-)'Minus'

gives you 'plus' is known to every elementary student of the sub-

.1'..t, Urrt that 'O' will have to be 'greater than' '-1' has not been

seenbyanybody,northe'implication'ofthisfactrealizedthatif
'O' is greater than '-1 ', then 'O' cannot be 'O" that is' just 'Noth-

ing'ora'sheernullity',atleastinthemathematicalsenseofthe
word.

Thetroublewiththeinnocent'extensionoftherealmof.num-
bers,towhatarecalled.negativeintegers'necessitatedbythe
indefinite .iteration, of the operation of subtraction does not end

with this alone as it plays havoc with the idea of the 'necessary

applicability' of mathematics to 'alt experience' a contention whose
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'truth' Kant tried to justi$ by his notion of 'space' and 'time' as

being 'a Nori forms of sensibiliry', and makes 'non-sense' of it. If
every 'positive number' can be seen an a 'multiple' of some otfrer
'positive' and 'negative' integers simultaneously because of the
'laut' or 'rule' of multiplication in respect of 'negative' numbers,
the 'application' would imply the 'reality' of that which is denoted
by the notion of 'negation' or the opposite of that which is 'posi-
tive' or 'existent', i.e., is 'nothing' or that which is 'non-existent'.
Physicists have 'lived' with this anomaly though they have not been
quite happy with it. In fact, they would wish the 'mathematical
situation' to be otherwise, i.e., they would be permitted them to
have only an 'existential' interpretation of what they were talking
about. What is surprising, however, is that philosophers did not
'see' the problem raised by it. Kant shows no awareness of this; as

if he had done so, he would have become sceptical of the 'virtue'
of the 'synthetic a primi' provided by his a priori forms of sensibility.

What is worse, however, is that no one seems to have seen that
the 'crcation' and 'acceptance' of a 'realm' of 'negative numbers'
resulls in a differentiation and distinction within this realm which
makes one 'negative number' greater or less than another and,
what is stranger, makes not only 'O', 'but any positive integer
'grcater' than the whole 'infinite' realm of negative numbers taken
togcther.

It may perhaps help to understand the problem created not just
by postulation of the indefinitely extending realm of 'negative
numbers', but also by their being 'non-vacuous' by the fact of their
applicability that not only any 'specific being' is incommensurably
greater than the whole realm of 'Non-Being', but that 'Non-Being'
has differences and diversity within itself. But shall we, then, have
to accept 'degrees of Nothingness or Non-Being', which seems a

manifest absurdity, even if mathematical thinking 'compels' us to
'think' it is so?

The 'manifest absurdities multiply as 'mathematical reasoning'
:roceeds and one just does not know what to do in the face of this
bewitchment' of the intellect by itself, as it has accepted the logic
lf indefinite respectablity of an operation as there seems no 'rea-
on' why it should not be carried on incessantly further when it can
le so carried on, as in the case of 'addition' and 'substraction'. The

Somefu.Jtzctionsonthel{nowlzitgecall"ed'Mathematics'7

lure of 'unending repetition' b-eckg1s the mathematical reason

;; ;;*-d, just ,s it does with 'division' or 'addition' or 'sub-

;;;;"'. But-here it frnds 'fissures' at the heart of the operation

i,1" *".rd of 'fractions' or 'ratios' not only reveals itself to be as

[J.r.' as those created by successive acts of 'addition' and 'sub

straction', but something that questions the notion of 'succession'

;;1;;.*tiveness' ut th"" tu'' it' principle' be no 'immediate'

;;.;;, or ,next, to the one that one may choose. But if there

;;; no immediate successor, there can also be no immediate

I...a...rror' and one stumbles on the strange situation that though

#;;;;r that each given 'fraction' obtained by'division' is 'greater'

or 'less' than another, each is there hanging by itself' almost

iiomistically without a .neighbour' with whom one can have com-

n2nv or feel comfortable.t-i'rr" -.ii"ation, 
in fact, is worse as this business of 'divisibility'

,.*u1, that not all numbers are comPletely divisible. and, if so, it

i.rt rd.r... not only a radical asymmetry between those that are

.o*pf.,.fydivisibleandthosethatarenot'butalsoquestionsthe
;;;r:;."'called 'division' by showing that, unlike 'addition' and

t'rr.t u.tion', it has some 'in-built' limitations so that it cannot be

carried out in the case of all numbers, as the others can do'

The.impossibility,of.completedivisibility,inthecaseofcertain
numbers is well known but, for some reason, has not been a subject

of reflection amongst those who have reflected on the knowledge

called 'mathemati.rl. Brt what does not seem to be so well known

is the fact that this business of 'completel or 'incomplete' divisibility

has itself a 'relational' character, as the same number may be com-

ft.t"ty divisible in respect of one number and not be completely

iiriri6t. in respect of another. The number 10, for example is com-

pletely divisible by 245,8 and not completely divisibl; by 367' and 9'

The 'doer' of 'division' seems to have opened on an 'abyss'

leading to the lnether-world' of mathematics which gave rise-
when ieflected uPon-to the well-known utterance of Zeno' the

Greek,that.motionwasimpossible,astherewasalwaysan.infinity
ofsteps'tobetraversedfromwhereonewastothe.next',asthere
could be no ,next' because of the infinity of 'fractions' in-between'

Theoperationofmultiplicationledinadifferentdirectionand
left mathematicians wondering if they were not being 'led' into
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accepting something which could hardly, be 'understood' in any
'intelligible' sense of the term. The Greeks called it 'irrational',
meaning thereby, that it could not be expressed as a ratio between
two positive integers as 'fractions' could be and which yet was as

'real' as any positives integer, that is, 123,.... etc. The 'discovery'
seems to have so overwhelmed its discoverer whose name is gener-
ally given as Pythagoras that he began to feel as if there was

something mysterious and 'uncanny' and unfathomable about them,
and that perhaps in them lay a clue to the mystery of the universe.

The problem arose as many positive integers can be seen in
terms of multiplication, as the 'multiplication table' in older times
used to show. But the multiplication of a positive integer or num-
ber by a 'fraction' is a multiplication only in name; actually, it is a
'division' and has been treated to be so.

But once a number is seen as a 'result' of multiplication of some

other numbers, two questions arise which, as far as we know, are

not based directly 'raised' or 'faced' by those who have 'thought'
about this strange and bewildering world since the Greeks 'discov-

ered' or 'invented' it. The first relates to the question: 'what are
the numbers whose multiple it is? while the second is: How many
times the operation of multiplication has to be done to get that
number?'

The rwo questions are related and the second may be seen as

more primary or fundamental determining, as it does, the first by
virtue of the 'demand' that it makes on it. The arithmetical con-
cepts of 'root' and 'power' try to capture these. Though
mathematicians seem fond of writing the 'nft power' of any num-
ber, they seen to avoid talking about the 'nfi root' of a nurnber
though the latter is just the 'inverse' of the former. One does hear
of 'square-root' and 'cube-root' 'but beyond that the mathematicans
seem to behave as if this 'business of roots' does not mathematically
exist or is irrelevant for their 'mathematical purposes' But as far as

mathematics is concerned, no distinction can be made between
one 'root' and another and as for 'mathematical purposes', there
:an be none other than those 'necessitated' by mathematics itself.

Strangely, the problems raised by the possibility of an indefinite
:xtension of the idea of seeing a number as a multiple of other
rumbers, have not only not been noticed, but the asymmetry be-

tween the idea of 'power' and the idea of 'root' has also not been

seen. No one seems to find any difficulty with the expression' say'

lT'*n.." 'n' can be any positive integer' but the inverse exPres-

sion "n makes araryor,t"t"comfo'table' including the 'seasoned

L;;;;.ian,. Not just rhis, while.the idea of the 'irrational'-as

we saw earlier-wa"utttpttd and incorporated in the vocabulary

;;;;;;adcs, the idea tf a 'series of irrational numbers' was not

62ken uP, nor any criteria worked out to 'decide' which number

frr'ir#;, and which nor. The rwo are obviously related to

"".tr'"ir,., 
as without the second being' successfully' solved, the

former cannot be 'built' or 'constructed" as the Constructionists

;r';;; grrt, *r,tther 'constructed' or not' there can be little double

;;;.;. iurr.ro, be just one 'irrational' number' i'e'' "2 and no

other.
What is perhaps even stranger is to frnd that no attempt has

been made to see if the so-caued 
,proof for the 'irrationality' of A/

2canbereally,o'gt"ttulized' as to be 'applicable' to all cases' and

;, j";, to ,ru-b.i '2' only' '3" for example' seems P*o facie as

;;;i; .""didate for being 'irrational' u' t2" but is there a 'proof

;;;t"* so and justifing the-'belief that 'it seuns to be so"

Theproblemisendemicastheextensionofthenotion<lf.root'
to the 'negative' numbqrs discloses. It is a veritable Pandora's Box'

aS one literalty does not .know, what to do with it ..-1, as everybody

knowscannotbeanumberwhichcanbecharacterizedeitheras
'positive' or 'negative' for the simple reason that in either case it

riiii giu. ,r, oniy')' and not '-1'' The same will be true for all

'negative numb.rr;, and for the same reason' ar i that is perhaps

whi they have been called 'imaginary' numberr

But why does this not take place in the case of the 'cube root'

of.-l,oranyothernegativenumber?Whateverthenegativenum.
ber,theremaybeits.cuberoot'whichwillaluaysbe.negative'
andtherewillbenoproblemincharacterizingitassuclr.There
may be trouble in writing it but, following time-honoured math-

ematical practice, we can always invent some sign or symtlol for it'

Theprobl"-obrio"slyisnotwith'cube-root'ofa'negative
number alone, but rather of all 'odd' 'roots' of a negative numbers

whatever the number of that 'odd' number might be' But this

would iuvolve a radical break in the realm of imaginary' ntttnbers



*n,.n, then, wourd not ,. ::::;:"-.nous as they are sener-
ally thought to be.

With so many directions, discontinuities, breaks, how could the
realm of numbers be considered a 'unified unity' by mathemati-
cians is a 'mystery' that perhaps only they would be able to explain.
The best 'known' attempt is to present them on a 'line'-a 'Eu-
clidean line'-forgetting that these are literally incommensurable
as they do not all 'obey' the 'rules' of addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication and division as they are generally understood by
mathematicians themselves. And, how would this 'line' accommo-
date the 'alephs' of Transfinite numbers of Cantor which make
nonsense of 'substraction' or 'addition' as they are usually under-
stood? The rwo transfinite numbers that Cantor 'invented' or
'discovered' have certainly the relation of 'greater than' between
them, but whether this helps in any way in the application of
'addition' or 'substraction' to them, is difficult to say. Prima facie,
the process of addition' cannot be applied, as if it could be so

applied, we would get an 'infinity' of transfinite numbers which is

not only not accepted by anybody, but is said to be shown or 'proved'
as 'undecideable' by Cohen sometime in the middle of the last
century. As for 'substraction', most probably, the situation will be

the same as was encountered in the 'substraction' of all the 'odd'
numbers from the series of 'natural' numbers, indicating that the
'Number of numbers' in the 'Natural number series' remained the
same if the 'odd' numbers were taken out of it or 'substracted'
from it.

The problem with Cantor's Transfinite Numbers is that it 'as-

sumes' the mathematical reality of the diverse and different realms
of numbers 'created' or 'constructed' by the indefinite 'iteration'
of the 'operation' of addition, substraction, division and multiplica-
tion, ignoring the radical discontinuities between them and treating
:hem as if they all formed a one homogeneous class of numbers.
fhe class of 'Number of numbers' that Cantor created was a class

rr set of a order higher then those which they themselves formed
rcing the 'class of classes equal to a given class', as Russell called
hem in his definition of 'number'. But Russell could assume a
first-order class' whose elements were primary undivided mem-
,ers such as apples and 'chains' which obviously could not be

"iorne 
n$UAlons on the l{nowlcilge call'ed 'Mathernatics'

bers in the ordinary sense :f tt.rt word' For him' 'numbers'

'selves 
were the pti*tty '.qive.1' *n:: i"1l?^i""^,::t:Ttt:',1,{dithemsetv"t *:'^: 

urra, ,rtirrg tt. idea of 'one-one{orrelation' as

'lffi6,46rout questlo:n.-^.-^rih,' he hrrilt hi* '.r"*' idea of the 'number
tHf il.,,:'I,ffi j ;r,;d', 

- 

li o^t*i::.,' 
i;::"' i'ft T'[h 

e' n umb er

or,numbe.,"*,1;i;;_Jl:,-1".*J:I1Y"'iffi ;l,t.i':'"';T:.t;J;

11

;f,' ilf T:'"' ; g;;' 
^ fi t';1:: l:^f : "' l':lf :; "-'i :XIo"'n "'

,r,an had created *t" ti be considered as 'real' then' even though

*i.v were all 'i"finite" one 'class' of that was 'greater' than the

ffi:t; Ld could^be 'Proved'.to be so'

The reladon ot the 
"Alephs'-the 

name that Cantor gave to his

'Transfinite Numbers" to iother' numbers is not clear as though

.ilr";"*opo'" 't'"* 
and are 'built' on their basis; they do not

seem to form an 
''i"atptttaent' 

realm of their own' like those

other 'numbers'' In iutt' if the restriction of the number of Trans

finite Numbers is to be restri cted onlyto 'two" as is generally alleged'

then it would mean either that the whole realm of 'numbers' as

we 'know' it at present can be exhaustively 'included' under these

two 'sets' or that t"" ff any 'new' realm of 'numbers' is discov-

ered or 'created' by *u''' inSel{tivlness its 'number' could not"

in principl", tt 'gl*itt' tt'* 'Alephs' whose 'range' we already

u";il; 
question why we cannot have an 'infinity' of 'Transfinite

Numbers, in the ,i*. way as we have the infinity of all other

;;;; can only be answered by 'seeing' that these numbers are

,]t' *",t.*at rai, but 'empirical' in a- transcendental sense mean-

ing, thereby, tt " 'o't of ieality' mathematical numbers have' If'

perchance some 'new' realm of numbers were cr' ated which could

[.-;Oror.a' to be gt.u,.t than 'Alephs" then it would only mean

that there ur. 'u.*uffy only 3 Transfinite Numbers' even though

'possibly' there could be more'

The distinction between 
.actuality, and .possibility,.in. the realm

of mathematics is jimt"tt to understand' Usually' it is made in

terms of what is 'proved' and that which has neither been proved

nor disproved. But given the transcendental empiricality of Trans-

finite Numbers, their 'actual' number will always be 'contingent"

depending as they -t o" the 'reality' of something else and hav-

ing nothing of their own' If it were not so' they also could easily

have been extended indefinitely' as all the other 'number series'
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The .parallel postulate' has attracted a lot of attention, but it has

.roit"", seen to be formulated in terms of a'point'lyrtg'outside'

,t " 
fi"" when, strictly speaking, there cannot be anything 'outside'

f-li.r", if there is a 'continuum of lines' which has to be there,

lren Euclid's definition of a 'parallel line' as there is no reason

i,iu tt.o,rgh each 'point' lying 'outside' a line one parallel line

can always be drawn and the 'points', it is forgotten, are and have

to be 'indefinitely infinite' in number' In fact, the 'density' of
.points' militates agalnst the 'density'^of line as, strictly speaking,
,noints' Can never giVe riSe tO a 'line' for, aS ZenO SaW, there COUId

literally be no 'next' point if the concePt of 'point' were to be

understood correctly. The reason why this has not been seen is,

most probably due to the fact that not only the 'line' was not seen

as 'beginningless' and 'endless' but the 'line' itself was seen as

'finite' in length measured primarily in terms of positive integers,

such as l, 2, 3, ....'etc.

But a continuum whether of 'lines' or of anything else, leaves no
'space' between as that is what a 'continuous' is supposed to meal-I.

Yet, geometry is supposed to be a science of 'space' which can only

be if a 'continuum' cannot be. Perhaps the contradictions are not
seen as the idea of 'continuum' has never been very clear, the
'gaps' or 'holes' or 'empty places' in it being continuously revealed

as happened when 'irrational' or 'imaginaries' were discovered.

In any case, no field of knowledge is ever very consistent and,

many a time, inconsistentcy between diverse assumptions which a
'science' makes in order to move forward are revealed only when
'knowledge' has already been 'built' on the basis of those assump-

dons and hence the assumptions, even if inconsistent, cannot be
given up.

But, continuum or not, geometry as it has been built is supposed
to deal with space, not just as 'space', but space as 'formal' or
'shaped', i.e., not just as 'divided' as the 'line' does, but as 'en-
closed' by 'boundaries' which 'creates' a new division between the
'inside' and the 'outside'. The usual idea is to make 'lines' inter-
sect in such a way as to form 'triangular', 'rectangular' or 'square'
shapes, in respect of which the only interest of the geometrician
seems to be to 'measure' the 'space' they enclose. But this not only
introduces the notion of 'directionality', but of 'angle' also. Sur-

are. It is as if the 'positive integers' depended for their ,actuality,
or the 'actual' number of things in the universe. If th; were onrytwo things in the universe, onry numbers 0, 1 and 2 wil be ,actua|
and the rest onry 'possible', 'vacuously' possible, .upubt" of beingfilled in, b,t only waiting to be so tttt ihiy are a*u;rit'nn.a. Thereis just no 'actuar' 'Infinity of Infinities', something'anarogous towhat Russell tried to postulate in his 'Axiom of In"finity'.

The attempt to 'represent' numbers through some sort of ,one_
one correlation' with 'points' on a tine' initiated by Descartes in hisenterprise known as analyticar geometry not oniy tries to reratearithmatic to geometry, but arso provide it concreteness throughwhat it considers a, 'visual representation' in terms of which it'translates' it- But this 'visual transration, creates p.out.-. of itsown as it can only be done by dividing, distinguishing and encros-ing 'space' which without this process of ,limitation, -wourd 

arwaysremain 'invisible'.
Geometry, thus, cannot be the ,science of Space,, but only ofspace as 'bounded,' and not as it where it is not bounded or en_closed' But a 'line,' a 'Eucridean straight rine,' does not .bound,

or 'enclose' space; it onry 'divides' it. And yet the entirety of arith_metic is supposed to be mapped, or at least capable of beingmapped, on it.
This all is, 'claimed' or at reast 'written' in standard books on the

syDJect and yet if one asks about the exact 'rength, of the ,rine, onwhich the whole realm or rearms of number as these are .known,
today are ro be mapped, one worll[ nna it difficult, if nor impossible, to answer as whatever be the ,length, of a line and, bydefinition it must have one, the numbers can always be mapped onit in principle, something that is conveyed by tire idea of ,con-
tinuum', which is one of the most difficurt ideas to understand inmathematics.

The 'line' which the geometry talks about has to be both'beginningless' and 'endress', though the way Eucridean geometry
goes about it does not show any awareness of it. The same is trueabout the fact that such 'beginningress' and 'endress, ri.r., .urrrot
be just 'one, but 'infinitery firv,.f', iorming a 'dense conLinuum, of
.ftr-,.a 'continuity of lines' and not of 'points', as Euclid is said tohave 'thought' of them.



prisingly, the 'possible' angles at least in Euclidean geometry are
not only 'limited' to 360" (degrees) but also treat the single straight
line as having an 'angle' and, what is worse, treat the line as 'ro-
tating' on 'axis' in some 'counter-clockwise' fashion and return to
its 'original' position to get the 360' (degrees) it wants as rhe
single straight line was supposed to have only 180", when in actu-
ality, it should have none.

The deceptiveness of the 'straightness' of straight line should
have been obvious the moment the idea or the possibility of 'angle'
was seen. Once the 'interesecting' lines are seen as 'one', and not
'two' or 'three' or 'four', the 'self-evidential' nature of the decep-
tion will be exposed, something that becomes obvious when we talk
of a 'circle'.

Does a 'circle' have one line or many? Does it have a 'straight'
line, or one that is not? Or is it a 'succession' of straight lines
meeting 'continuously' at an 'angle' to generate the 'illusion' of a
'curvature' that itself is smooth and uniform in its 'curvi linearity'?
Even a circle on a 'plane surface' presents this problem just as it
rcveals the strange relation between the radius and circumference
rvhich presents its own strange nature as did "2, artd "-2.

This 'shapes' that space takes, however, are not exhausted by
lriztngles, squares, rectangles and circles, even though these are
thc most common found in texts dealing with this subject. There
arzr others and there is also the attempt to find if they can be
'translated' in terms of one another, but there is just no systematic
attempt to deal with the idea of 'form' or 'shape' itself and the
infir-ritely diverse possibilities that it contains within itself, or how
one 'shape' changes and gets transformed into another. The dy-

namics of geometrical transformations seem to be completely absent
from the geometer's vision as he appears to conceive of his suhject
in purely 'static' terms. A baloon, for example, when blown, con-
tinuously changes its shape, just as the 'universe' must be doing il
it is 'expanding', as we are told, and that too from the time of the
Ilig lliing, which is said to have occured fourteen or fourteen-and-
alrall' billion ycars ago.

Rrrt it is not only the 'universe' which is expanding and chang-
ing and altering in shape, almost everything else is doing equally
so-at its own rate and in its own way-either driven by internal
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rransformarion will also affect the
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reasons'
Apart form- aestnetics' or perhaps even 'ulilitarian' reasons' the

rhanges in 'shape or 'formi occur mostly involuntarily and thr:ir

"f".i 
are harrlly noticed' Even in art it is not the 'geometrical'

;:;;il u, "ti' 
that 'meatr' anything; rather' it is thc new suPer

Lminent ot t-"'*"'li ptop"tties that are the source of strrprisc

and delight, '"'"u'i'.'g 
thc inaclequacy.3t' a nurelf. --9;3mctrical'

undersanding of .po..,, no matter- which geometry it rnay llt:,

Euclidean o, xorr-r,lrcliclean. The understancling of 'crtbist' ztrl irt

ourely geometrical terrts is' thus' fundamentally lristakcn atrtl' irt

ff;;:-:;ace' hacl always been at the. centre ol af s'.'spttt:t: its

i"?r*il*rrill-, t "tt"t"' -t"t visiblc in architectlrre across thc w<>rltl'

both in sPace and titnc'

Thesttllrnc.geda,,clstrppressed.aestlretic'dinrensitlt.tofgt'<l-
metrical.shapt:s,arrcl.{brms,suggeststhattlre.space.fbrmatiol]S'
in the uttiverst: 'I]uf 

nou" o" 'ot''"1'"tic' dimension to it which is

'visually I'elt' lvhen'o"" p""tives it .in 
terms of its form-'visual

form' that one 'sees' 
"u"ry'*h"'"' 

But if space as shaped and fbrmed

has both geometrical ani aesthetic properties' it' cannot be trezrted

as it has bccn treated up till now' i'"'' ut' 'empty" vacuous 'noth-

ing'. Seen in this transformed manner' a 'seeing' necessitated by

geometry itself, 'space' world itself become a 'source' of 'force' or

'energy' along with what has been called 'matter' which itself is

identical with energy because of Einstein's famous equation on the

subject'
But once 'space' with all its properties is brought in as an inde-

pendent variable, the study of imatter' will unclergo a 'sea-change"

ancl plrysics will never remain the same as before' Would 'energy"

then be a.lso conceived to have 'shape' or 'form' as 'ntatter' h:rs'

and which i, ,.rppo"J to n" reducitle to it without a resiclurtm?

The 'shapes' that energ'y might take will baffle the wildcst irn:rgi



,"u., but geometry, whichT: ffi; cut its moorings away rrorn
all possibilities of visual imaginability, should not find much diffi-
culty in meeting the challenge posed here.

But 'changes' in 'shape' or 'form' are going on all the time, jusl
as they are incessantly occuring in what is called 'matter' or 'en-
ergy' or 'force' which, of course, are generally supposed to be
according to some law, either discovered or still to be discovered,
and whether 'truly universal' or only 'statistical' in nature. Would
the continually occuring changes in geometrical 'shapes' of physi-
cal reality-however it is conceived-also have a 'law' of their own?
But even if this possibility were to be granted, and Topology, we
are told, does something like this, could these 'laws' be even 'sta-

tistical' in nature? And, even if geometry were to have something
like that, how would the two be related?

Physics, of course, has its '.on512n15'-fsur or five in number-
but ultimately, then, 'constancy' has to be 'empirical' in nature
and if some of the recent reports are to be believed, their 'values
have not remained quite 'constant' in the course of cosmic evolu-
tion since the time of the Big Bang about 14 billion years ago.
Could this be even conceived in the case of geometry? And, in any
case, what we want is not the 'constants' or that which, like God,
remains'inaarient' through all the changes, but the 'law' of the
'dynamics' of change a law or laws which give us some 'predictabil-
ity', but also leave sufficient margin for human interventions to
occur and give it a 'direction' which seems 'better' and more
desirable to those who intervene in the process and, hence, have
to be dilferent if the two are not to collapse into each other.

Such a 'law' can only be thought of if 'man' is treated not as

'alien' to, or 'outside' reality, but rather as a 'part' of it, like every-
thing else and 'reality' is conceived of not just in terms of
'knowledge', but also of 'action' of which the 'future' forms as

much an 'integral' part as the 'present' which, of course, includes
the 'past' in it. Time is the 'essence' of the matter, but how is time
to be conceived is not clear, except that whatever the conception
may be, it must provide room for the possibility of human-action as

it 'influences' the course of events and thus making a radical dis-
tinction between the 'past', the present and the 'future' and the
radical asymmetry between them. This, it should be remembered,
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*d*:**u$fi ruhul*'-,gw
,J;#;;;Pr::.,..1'*"t*;li,li*f I',il:T.*:.0::*'
Bang' is t"ll,::^t:.=ars 

is going to be the same as the 'prospective'

tive' story "l 
*1:l 

we could imaginatively place o-urselves at ar.y

one, assuming tnat.*' ::::-:;.;:;;"; ,J.'i r"or. forward to find
ooint of dme rn tt'i' '"t'o'pecdve 

past and look forwari

ll;;,x'.-i;i,*1i:r#$ilr.f,"3i**[*{ifl{
noi "v.n 

rhe sun ::i:i"j:;;;';;" know them today to 'dis-
'.,r."rr"a 92 nuo 'stable' elements as u

rurb, whar *", hr;;;irrg urra yeL like the 'events' in the nucleus

roday, they seem ,Ii"r^I" i-* itr. 
-'world 

of reasonable predict-

ability' thrt '""tt'J 
io nu'" emerged later' 'Order' perhaps has

emerged out of 'Cftu*" u' Ilyc Prigogine has argued' but as Joh D'

Barrow has argued in his The Constants of Nature (New York: Vin-

tage Books, 2004,) ;:: l; i'*::ltroba-bilitv' even the formation

oftheCarlonatomwhichissoessentialtotheformationoflife,was
practically impossible on grounds of our existing theoretical knowl-

edge of what was requireJ for {e^formation 
of such an atom' even

though it did ut*utiy happen d'e[ying all laws of 'prospective prob-

ability' that couli hu"'L"ttt ;i"trospectively' formulated with

reasonable certaintY then'

What is stranger, however' is to find physicists' hand-heaclecl

scientists though if'"y "" 
supposed to be' succumbing to the idczt

of arithmetical linearity of time, ,counting 
'years" forgetting that

Einstein had suggested that time be treated as 'relative to motion'

and if the rate oi t'pu"'ion of the universe is increasing as is

alleged, to be and if we may assume the same for the past then

'time', if Einstein is correct' could not be measured in 'uniform'

'measures' of years, as seems to have been done'

The House of fnytitt apparently seems to be at odds with itself'

But what about it'" ffo'* of Mathematics' which seems to have

even more intractable problems' as we have seen earlier' Can ge-

ometry help us i, outito*ing the 'linear' notion of space and
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times rvhich have bedevilled thought from its very beginnings 2n6given rise ro rhose Atilinomies *rri".n Kr;; r,.d ,"1 ,1r".r,, bur onrtformulated. Arithrnctic, as ;" ;;u" seen, ,lives , ,on, 
ind.efiniteliextended iterarion, geometry, pi?, facie, does rroi."O line need

i::^"'::::::I, 
be 'cxrended' inietnitlry; ;,;;; ;,? u.o,.,d and

,1 J:: ffii.i1 
:,,,:"in: ffiT,:T:fl:#1X*f,";1}yffi"'s

s trai gh t ri,. tr, ul,,:T[ "jk1#: jt 
i",' 

I'J;,I,J, j: :: ; : i'**: ;ahne gives us the ,shortesr, ai.orr." between *" plirr. which isthe definition of a ,sraight, ri";^i" +il;;";:#:,oBut the problem o1 ."-ppii#In, 
stitr ."_;,d"i;; just do .otknow what is meant Uy uppfi"a _uth"_uti.r,, 

"u"r, though it is'practiced' a' the ti-".'ool. it imfry. Ib, .*;;p;,-thut ,h" .srruc_rure' of rrrar ro which *u,h.-rti..r'i, b.i.,g .ppil,; the sanre a.srhc 'strucrure, of that which i.-;t"* applied? This s.fu,c)e to be the case. But th.." u." ir-r.rff..*Ut" ,rOr.rrrXrli:r{l.r:?which we have arreacry r""r, irr-l* discussion 
"i".irt-"tic ancrgeornerry-wrrar 'corresponds' to the- 'irrationars;, ;h; .imaginar_ics' rhe negadve numbers or even. Trr" ,.,rr".rJirr;";; 

of.positivei,te'gcrs' o. rhe riterar 'rr.o.,.riuu,ity' of ,t;;;;r;" or .rarios,,<'verr thoug. they can be put in o.r"-or. correration with the posi_tivc irrtcgers as Cantor showed and which, u, 
"u..yo.r".Uno*r, ,,..'countable,, if a,ything can U" lorrria.red as ,.or.r,ult., 

at all.As for the 'applico,i,o.r' or g";.,.y, the problems seem evenmore formidabre- The probre-;.";; ty the ri.J";^i. *", know.,but the emcrgence oi Non-E,cricrean and n-dim"n.iorrr geom-etries has made the proble_ *"rr..'gut even more worse is theproblem poscd by tlr.l Iact that .fb;;,.and_,shape, 
are ,integral, 

r<ralmosr a' 'rrrings' a'rl, rrrar., 
.o. ;;'fo,r1"a our earrier, change a1lthc tinr<: arrrd rr*s.ur rt:ust trr., g.orLtricar prop".ii"r'or ,objects,c.rr lr.rr'y .:rrr:rirr 't:,rrsra.t' 
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l)(:trv(:<,rr cliflbrcnt thirrrr.virrg' :rrrrr ars, r.t:rr.mber- ,,,ro, ,Jllll lr?rL"T :il:;;lS,;;X:
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i';anpther level' the problem ,l"t:l O] 
:n:, l1tl.'1"1,1P1.,1-l-

,.i"ippfi.rUle became ag.nticatt.e and that the distinction

tfre'two is changing all the time, creates problems of zr

;different kind. How can anyone say in 
1u1h 

a situation

;;^;-;'the.structuli'^.p.::f,:1:t:l-":^::.1:-'"":1,:'^1?;:T:'fl -::ffi; upprita, or what exactly tt.:n".t:luti:"':*::- *"- 
.:lT::.

ffi'"*J .later, applications, or the 'structures' corresponding. t<r

.ilat wt i.f, used to be applied earlier and the 'structure' corre-

L.,rai"s to that which was applied later'
"'tt 

" situation has been further complicated by what are called

recent revolutions in mathematics and even the attemPt to de-

*r.top mathernatics as an 'empirical science' based on the
,observations' of 'quantitative' relationships in phenomena that are

there available for observation. The rise of new fields such as those

of ,chaos' and 'catastrope' theories on the one hand and 'fractals',

on the other, have raised questions about the 'nature' of reality of
that to which they are applicable, or are actually applied. The

development of 'game theory', particularly in the context of eco-

nomics, had raised the same question earlier and made people

wonder if the whole 'knowledge-enterprise' was not a 'game' that

man was 'playrng' with nature. But what perhaps beats these all is
the attempt to 'apply' one of the most fantastic theories evel'

'proved' in the history of mathemaLics, the Banach-Tarshi theorem, t<'t

physics. Discovered as early as 1924, the theorem lay 'forgotteu' as

no one seemed to know what to 'do' with it. Like Cantor's discov-

ery and proof of transfinite numbers, or Riemann's 'constructiotr'
or 'invention' of 'new' geometries, it was only a matter of 'malh-
ematical curiosity' irrelevant to the 'world' we 'live in' and try t()

'know'with all the faculties at our command. The 'application' ol'
the theories has been attempted at both the 'cosmological' ancl
the 'particle-physics' level, as described in chapter 7, entitled "l'lu:
Rtal World' (p. 173-190) of the book entitled 'The Pea and the Sut:
A Mathematical Paradox' by Leonard M. Wappner.

What is perhaps even stranger is to find a Belgian mathemati-
cian, Robert French, constructing a machine to illustrate the
Banach-Tarski theorem, the details of which are given in the book
by Leonard Wappner, mentioned above, (p. 1aB-158). This, in a

sense, reverses the attempt of some mathematicidns to 'build' math-
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ematics from the 'observation' of complex phenomena in alalo-
gous operations empirically illustrating the abstract sequence of
mathematical operations in the 'proof of the theorem concerned.

This is only a continuation of what the calculating machines had

earlier done or what the sophisticated computers, artificial intelli-
gent machines that duplicate 'logical operations' in 'thinking', now

do.
The problems raised by 'application' of mathematics and, at a

deeper level, of 'logic' along with the strange combination of 'free-

dom' involved in the notion of 'building' or 'construction' and the
,compulsive constraint' involved in the 'inevitability' of the conse-

quences once the 'choice' is made, even if provisionally, demand

a 're-thinking' about the notion of 'knowledge' involved in them.

What sort of a 'knowledge' is that knowledge in which 'freedom'

is 'in-built', if the ideas of 'building', 'construction' and 'exten-

sion' are taken as 'constituting' these diciplines, is the central

question that has to be asked, reflected and pondered over, so also

thc question whether our 'idea' of knowledge will remain the

same if we accept these as 'knowledge'.
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